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Editorial Note
I feel immense pleasure to present before you another issue of “New Horizons” Journal of the
Institution of Electrical and Electronics Engineers Pakistan. Continuing the tradition of disseminating
latest technical knowledge, IEEEP journal has covered emerging topics and novel aspects of
technology, application and service development within the multidisciplinary framework of Electrical,
Electronics, Computer, and Telecommunication Engineering. In this issue total 10 research papers are
included covering diverse fields.
In 1st paper, considering the important of Hybrid Power System, Fuzzy Logic Controller based control
scheme is proposed and Frequency Shift Key based power line communication scheme is tested over
proposed hybrid power system.
In 2nd article the major challenges of Economic Dispatch are reviewed i.e. planning, evaluation of
demand, weather forecasting and security constrains, existing algorithms, unit commitment and
reduction in carbon emissions. The proposed system is verified over IEEE 30-bus bar and six
generators along with wind and solar units considered as non-schedulable.
In next paper, linear stability analysis of harmonic oscillator in the domain of superconductivity is
carried out to determine the stability of fixed points in a circuit to visualize the qualitative analysis of
resonance frequency when an LC circuit is operated from an external supply.
In fourth paper, using image processing techniques, the faults in PV arrays are investigated and a
mathematical modelling framework is proposed to correctly determine a faulty cell within a PV
module.
The next paper demonstrates the generation of multiple signals due to nonlinearities between two or
more wavelengths interacting with each other. It is concluded that WDM via FWM offers less BER
compare to WDM system via XPM.
In sixth paper, VPN is deployed between virtual cloud and physical IoT devices to obtain faster
communication with security allowing transferring of data proficiently and safely. Moreover, L2TP
technology is used to achieve VPN connectivity with two phase authentication and encryption of data,
which results as a secure and fast tunnel for data transfer minimizing time from 240ms to 140ms.
In next paper, the power saving requirement for IoT devices LTE, LTE-A is used to turn off receptions
and go to sleep when no data need to be received or transmitted. This guarantees the Quality of
Services.
The paper titled as “Social Network YouTube a Source of Earning” explores the online money earning
opportunities like Freelancing, Affiliate marketing, Blogging and Youtubing.
The ninth paper Analysis the world's top YouTube Channels in 2017.
In final paper to secure the future of digital banking in Pakistan, the concept of ATM PIN verification via
Smartphones is proposed.
In the end, I am extremely grateful to the National advisory board of experts and paper review experts
for their valuable input to improve the quality of journal. In this issue four volumes have been merged
together as vol. 97 to vol.100.
Finally, On behalf of IEEEP journal management committee, I welcome the submission for the
upcoming issue and look forward to receive your valuable feedback.
The Chief Editor
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Fig. 1. Model Layout of Hybrid Power system
TABLE I
PV PANEL PARAMETERS & RATINGS
Sr.no
1.
2.
3
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.

A. MPPT of Solar Panel
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Parameters
Maximum Power
Optimum Power Voltage (Vmp):
Optimum Operating Current (Imp):
Open Circuit Voltage (Voc):
Short Circuit Current (Isc):
Temperature Coefcients of Isc (%)
Temperature Coefcients of Voc (%)
Temperature Coefci ents of Pm (%)
Temperature Coefcients of Im (%)
Temperature Coefcients of Vm (%)
Temperature Range:
Tolerance Wattage
Surface Maximum Load Capacity
Cell Efciency (%):
Module Efciency (%):
Standard Test Conditions

Ratings
240 watts
30.72 volts
7.81 amps
36.60 volts
8.36 amps
°C: +0.04
°C: -0.35
°C: -0.45
°C: +0.04
°C: -0.35
-40°C to +85°C
+/- 3%
5400Pa
16.77%
14.78%
1KW/m,25+/-2°C

C. Power Line Communication of
Proposed Hybrid Power System

B. Fuzzy controller for Hybrid Power Station
TABLE II
PV PANEL RESULTS WITHOUT MPPT
Sr.no
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Parameters
Irradiation
Temperature
Power
Current
Voltage
Efciency=

A. MPPT Results
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Ratings
1000 W/ m2
25 Co
14.4 Watt
0.4 ampere
36 Volt
6%

TABLE III
PV PANEL RESULTS WITHOUT FLC BASED MPPT
Sr.no
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Parameters
Irradiation
Temperature
Power
Current
Voltage
Efciency=

Ratings
1000 W/ m2
40 Co
14.4 Watt
0.4 ampere
36 Volt
6%
Power at s=1000, T=40

Voltage (v)
Current (A)
Amplitude

Power (W)

Time (second)

Amplitude

Optimized Power

C. Testing of Power Line Communication using FSK

Time (second)

B. Fuzzy controller for Hybrid Power Station
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LC circuits perform as electronic resonators, which is
very important component in many applications like
lters, tuners and mixers [6]. The most extensively
prominent use of tank circuits is tuning radio transmitters
and receivers. For example, when we tune a radio to a
particular station, the LC circuits are set at resonance for
that particular carrier frequency. The characteristic
frequency of an LC circuit is the frequency at which
substantial amplitudes are developed when a driving
force is connected at that frequency. In a LC circuit,
electric charge oscillates forward and backward simply
like the situation of a mass on a spring oscillates [7], [8]
and [9]. The main advantage of this circuit is to make sure
stability and in order to analyze the system near an
equilibrium point; the linear stability analysis technique
is used. This methodology is convenient to nd out the
behavior of dynamic system. RLC circuit can produce
unwanted noise which can affect the whole dynamic
system and in order to eradicate this noise tank circuit is
used. The main concern of this research is to evaluate the
behavior of tank circuit mathematically and graphically.

Abstract:
Harmonic oscillator or tank circuit is an idealized model
because there is no dissipation of energy due to
resistance. Tank circuit is used for creating signals at a
certain frequency from a compound signal. In RLC circuit
the resistor in series will start throwing away the power
that should go to the load and due to unwanted resonance
it would affect the stability of the system and it creates
audible noise in RF circuits. In order to encounter this
situation an LC circuit is used and this circuit will not
waste that power. The technique used for analyzing the
behavior mathematically and graphically is linear
stability analysis. Linear stability analysis tells us about
the behavior of a system near an equilibrium point.
Linear stability analysis of harmonic oscillator in the
domain of superconductivity determines the stability of
xed points in a circuit to visualize the qualitative
analysis of resonance frequency when an LC circuit is
operated from an external supply.
Keywords: LC Circuit, Resonance, Linear Stability
Analysis, Transfer function

II. Related Work

I. Introduction
The LC circuit, oscillating at its natural resonant
frequency can store electrical energy. LC circuits are used
either for producing signals at a certain frequency or
picking out a signal at a specic frequency from a
additional composite signal. The purpose of an LC circuit
is usually to oscillate with minimal damping. LC circuits
are often used as lters [1], [2], [3], [4] and [5].

Department of Physics and Astronomy, University of
North Carolina at Greensboro investigate a simple
variation of the series RLC circuit in which anti-parallel
diodes replace the resistor. This results in a damped
harmonic oscillator with a nonlinear damping term. A set
of nonlinear differential equations for the oscillator
circuit is derived and integrated numerically for
comparison with circuit measurements. Unlike the
standard RLC circuit, the behavior of this circuit is
amplitude dependent [10]. Recently in Geneva
researchers derive a relationship to nd out the
uniqueness of stable oscillations, for this purpose they
used nonlinear analysis of second order circuit [11]. In
Madrid Spain the researchers analyze the oscillator with
linear analysis. Common collector method is used to
illustrate this method and linear methods for oscillator
requires some verication as well [12]. In linear active
circuits considering switched resistor is the problem of
stability analysis. The analysis of resistor switched
circuits transfer function has poles in the left plane and
the stability of the circuit is examined. The stability of the
second order circuit was anticipated and veried for any
suitably conned DC input. It is found that there exists a
class of AC inputs for this circuit is unstable over utmost
of the dynamic range of the input. The methods were
offered for the second order system to higher order
systems and the analysis of second order linear system
with a piecewise linear feedback block showing chaotic
oscillations. The requirement of a feedback block which

The Lc ratio is one of the aspects that determine their
quality factor. Resonance occurs when a LC circuit
is driven from an external supply at angular
frequency at which the inductive and capacitive
reactances are equal in magnitude. Resonance is a
phenomenon in which a vibrating system drives
another system to oscillate with greater amplitude.
In LC circuit the capacitor stores energy in its
electrical eld and inductor stores energy in its
magnetic eld. LC circuit is given in g. 1.

Fig. 1. LC Circuit
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cannot be a function is indicated. Stability analysis is one
of the vital experiments in the design of large linear
analog circuits with complex multi-loop arrangements.

rst power only. Otherwise system would be
nonlinear.

III. Methods and Experimental Analysis

Linear Stability Analysis is a method to determine the
stability of xed points. Consider the equation
to nd out the xed point which is
.
We are considering the term
as constant to nd
out the derivative of previous equation which is

Time domain solution of LC circuit by Kirchhoffs
voltage law is sum of capacitor and inductor voltage
must be zero.
VC + VL = 0

(1)

(11)

By Kirchhoff’s current law we can say that
Ic = IL

Inference of above equation is
and we know that
so the function is decreasing.
An equilibrium solution is a constant solution of the
system and is
such a system has exactly one
solution located aqt the origin. Graphs of
are
situated below.

(2)

Frpom the constitutive relations for the circuit
elements, we also know that
___
L
VL (t) = LdI
dt

(3)

___
c
Ic (t) = C dv
dt

(4)

Rearraging and substituting gives the second
order differential equation.
(5)
The resonant angular frequency is dened as
Fig.2. For

(6)

Above is a straight line graph when parameter is zero
which is resonance in electrical LC circuit. From above
is also zero this is only possible in LC
circuit
when value of and for zero resonance value.

By using this expression in above differential
equation
(7)

Differential equations designate the development of
systems in continuous time. In ordinary differential
equation (ODE) there is only one independent variable
[13] and [14]. Consider the previous ordinary differential
equation in which current is a function of time.

(8)
Let x = I(t) and use this in above equation as
and further for second derivative
Final equation in terms of linear system is
(9)

Fig.3 For

&

If
or it is equal to +1 then the graph looks like Fig.3
and the xed point is at the origin which is stable. This
graph is same for
and the behavior of xed point
is also same in this case to obtain some pictorial

Equivalent system is said to be3 linear.
(10)

visualization of mathematical equation.
Because the “x” on the right hand side appear to the
18

Fig. 7. Output Waveform

Simulation of LC circuit gives the realistic approach
towards output voltage by setting the initial value zero of
capacitor voltage and inductor current. Also input signal
of 100 volts peak to peak to analyze the output waveform
across the capacitor with 60 Hertz supply frequency. The
circuit forms a harmonic oscillator. Introducing the
resistance increases the decay of these oscillations.
Output waveform corresponds to zero damping because
amplitude doesn't change with time. Damping factor is

Fig. 4 when

When value of parameter is zero there is a whole line of
xed points; perturbations neither grow nor decay.

also zero
undamped.

which indicates that the system is

Now
because R=0 and quality factor is very
large so the circuit has very low damping and it will
vibrate longer. Higher Q indicates a lower rate of energy
loss relative to stored energy[15], [16] and [17].
Fig.5 For

V. Step Response

&

If an ideal DC battery gets connected to ideal deenergized LC circuit, transient is an ideal sine current.
Since there's no damping, it will oscillate forever [18],
[19] and [20].

Resonance parameter is greater or less than zero then the
xed point is stable or attracting xed point.
IV. Transfer Function
Transfer function of LC circuit is complex voltage
divider.
Transfer Function

I

(12)
t

For large values of L, C and the transfer function
becomes negative. In this case the signal is 180 degrees
out of phase with the input. At
function is one.

the value of transfer
Fig. 8. LC Network Response

VI. Result Discussion
Due to absence of resistor the circuit is in the domain of
superconductivity and there is no energy dissipation.
When
and
or
then oscillations are stable
and undamped. Quality factor is high in this circuit which
indicates that the ratio of energy loss is very low.
Simulation of basic tank circuit indicates that the
oscillations are undamped.

Fig.6. MATLAB Simulink Model
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Academic Publishers.

VII. Conclusion
When resonance frequency is greater or less than zero
then the xed point is stable which means oscillations are
stable and amplitude does not increase. At zero value of
resonance frequency perturbations do not affect stability
of oscillations. Output voltage waveform corresponds to
zero damping because amplitude doesn't change with
time. The polarity of the voltage varies as the energy is
passed from side to side between the capacitor and
inductor generating an AC type sinusoidal voltage.
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Fig. 9. Stable Oscillation

When we tune a radio to a specic station, the LC circuits
are xed at resonance for that specic carrier frequency. It
is used for giving the essential positive feedback for
supporting the oscillations.
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VIII. Future Work
The voltage magnication that takes place at resonance is
given the image Q and the "Q Factor" (the voltage
magnication) of LC Band Pass and Band Stop lter
circuits as an example, controls the "rejection", the ratio
of the desired to the undesirable frequencies that may be
accomplished through the circuit. The results of voltage
magnication are particularly benecial as they are able
to offer magnication of AC sign voltages the use of
simplest passive components, i.e. without the demand for
any external power supply.
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1.

the characteristics of degraded PV modules.
Phinikarides [4] has presented performance
degradation analysis on the basis of PV technology.
Moreover, [4] has also listed effects of weathering
conditions on PV performance. Also, various
degradation rate (RD) calculating methodologies have
been presented in this work, it is shown that the value of
RD varies with methodology Cornaro [5] has presented
a case study by discussing a performance analysis of
PV modules of various technologies after one year of
outdoor exposure in Rome. This work has reported that
polycrystalline silicon photovoltaics are more stable as
compared to double junction amorphous silicon
modules which were prone to degradation in the initial
months of installation. However, if the annual
performance ratio (PR) is considered, it is almost
similar for both technologies. In addition, it is reported
in this work that the phenomenon of module
degradation is different for PV modules of same
models but from different manufacturers.

Abstract:
Visual techniques are very helpful in recognizing the
condition of photovoltaic panels which are extensively
used for power generation. Being clean source of
energy and having zero fuel cost, solar industry has
developed in no time. In order to seek maximum power
from a photovoltaic, the modules installed in a PV
array should be in good health. However, studies show
that, direct exposure to sunlight and other faults within
a PV array may damage some modules, which in turn
may lead to overall efciency reduction. This research
work aims to present a visual technique to recognize
faulty module in a PV array by optical image analysis.
In addition to imaging techniques, the proposed
framework implements mathematical modelling to
correctly determine a faulty cell within a PV module. In
past, thermal imaging has been used for this purpose
but almost negligible work has been done by employing
an optimal camera, in this regard, the proposed
technique could prove to be a cost effective and efcient
alternate solution to the stated problem.

Various thermographic studies have been done so far in
order to diagnose the health of an operational PV
module. Also, thermographic analysis is commercially
done in PV industries before their installment. Quarter
[6] has proposed a light Unmanned Aerial Vehicle
(UAV) based thermographic technique in order to
monitor and diagnose faulty modules in a PV array. A
visual approach has been utilized in this work on the
basis of thermal and optical camera together, for the
diagnosis of a degraded PV module. The suggested
technique is good in fault diagnosis of PV module, but
as this technique employs an IR and an optical camera
together, this no more remains a cost effective solution
to the problem.

Keywords—Visual techniques, image recognition,
solar panels
I. Introduction
Photovoltaic systems are very common nowadays for
power production. As, solar energy is clean and free,
solar power systems are considered perfect for urban
installations. Furthermore, the maintenance cost of
photovoltaic (PV) systems is almost negligible. All
these attributes of solar photovoltaics have made them
most popular among renewable energy sources.
In past few years, the demand of solar photovoltaics has
been increased. Consequently, some PV modules
available in the market are often unhealthy or not in
good condition. Sometimes, the manufacturing of PV
modules is not up to the mark, as a result PV modules
become degraded with time. Environmental factors
play a pivotal role towards the performance and health
of PV systems. Studies have shown that atmospheric
heat and humidity directly affects the health of PV
modules [1]. Prolonged exposure of PV modules to
heat and humidity may lead to module degradation or
discoloration, which is reported as a permanent fault in
a PV module. A degraded module calls for the need of a
proper cooling mechanism to cope with extreme
environmental conditions. It has been reported in
literature that every degraded module may cause a
0.8% decrease in efciency annually [2].

Similarly Aghaei [7] has presented another
thermography based digital image processing
technique to detect a degraded module within a PV
array. The author has further employed advanced
imaging techniques in the thermal image of a faulty PV
array in order to make fault more important and
recognizable.
Yinhua Hu [8] has presented a thermography based
approach to detect partial shading that is a temporary
fault in a PV array. The author has detected the faulty
portion of the module on the basis of temperature
distribution in the thermal image obtained from an
infrared (IR) camera. On the other hand, Karakose [9]
has presented an image processing based analysis of
moving shadow effects for reconguration in PV
arrays. The later technique is a cost effective solution as
it utilizes an optical camera which is cheaper as

Choi [3] has reported non-linearities or irregularities in
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is called in MATLAB and is converted to the inverted
image to make the faulty cells more prominent as
compared to the rest of healthy cells in a module of the PV
array. Later, the image is converted into a binary or black
and white image in order to convert faulty cells in black,
whereas, the healthy cells of the module are converted
into white during this image conversion. It is to be noted
that a gray scale image contains values from 0 to 255
whereas, a binary or black and white image contains only
two values i.e. 0 for black and 1 for white [10]. So, in the
proposed algorithm, pixel level analysis of the binary
image is done in order to determine whether a cell/
module is healthy or unhealthy. As, an image is actually a
matrix having x and y co-ordinates, so it is imperative to
design a mathematical model to correctly conduct cellwise health analysis of a particular module on the basis of
pixel values of the image. In that regard, the proposed
algorithm calculates area of each cell within a PV module
on the basis of x and y coordinates in the image. After that,
number of healthy and unhealthy pixels are determined
within a cell of the PV module. Later, this count is
compared with the calculated area of the cell. If, the count
of unhealthy pixels is greater than 50% of the area of cell,
that cell is declared as unhealthy cell, otherwise healthy. A
threshold of 50% has been dened on the basis of taking
into account the effect of interconnections of cells that
also appear in the image of module as black. It is pertinent
to note that the author of [9] has performed moving
shadow analysis using imaging techniques. In that regard,
ve image conversions have been done to calculate the
percentage of shade, i.e. image erosion, dilation, blurring,
canny edge detection and contour drawing operations.
These image operations altogether contribute towards
increased processing time of the algorithm. Whereas, the
proposed algorithm has to go through only two image
conversions in order to detect the faulty module. Later,
mathematical operations are done in order to exactly
determine the location of faulty cell which are described
in following section.

compared to a thermal camera. A comparison of prices of
thermal and optical cameras have been presented in
Table 1.
In recent past, very less or no work has been done on
health diagnosis of PV utilizing solely a simple optical
camera. In this research work, an optical camera based
image processing technique has been presented in order
to diagnose health of a PV module. This technique
employs a simple Nikon camera in order to capture
images of healthy and unhealthy modules of PV array. An
algorithm is proposed to detect and recognize unhealthy
or faulty cells/ modules in the PV array. The proposed
algorithm is tested on an array of size 1x3 (NsxNp). The
performance of proposed technique is discussed and
compared with existing techniques in the last section of
the paper.

Fig. 1 Cell to array structure of photovoltaic

II. Proposed Image Processing Technique
Existing visual techniques for recognition of faulty or
unhealthy module in PV either use thermal camera or they
are implemented with thermal and optical camera
together. Thus, increasing the complexity and processing
time of the overall algorithm. Also, employing a thermal
or infrared (IR) camera in addition with an optical camera
signies an exponential rise towards the overall cost of
the setup. However, the proposed technique only requires
an optical camera (Model: Coolpix L820V1.0) for
capturing the images of the PV modules. It is to be noted
that the images can be captured from camera of any model
with a recommended resolution of 4 mega pixel (MP).
The camera resolution of 4 MP has been selected after
performing number of experiments with several camera
resolution settings, e.g. 640x480 pixels, 2 MP, 4MP, 8 MP,
16 MP etc. During experimentation, it was observed that
the resolution of 640x480 pixels, some useful
information of the image is gone when it is processed.
However, in case of resolution greater than 4MP, it was
observed that the processing time of the algorithm is
considerably increased, as the algorithm has to scan the
pixels of whole image. So, the camera resolution of 4 MP
is better in terms of image results and processing time of
the algorithm. Later, the images are processed in
MATLAB to recognize unhealthy module within a PV
array. The algorithm of the proposed technique is shown
in Fig.2.

TABLE.1. Model-wise price comparison of thermal and optical camera

Optical Camera
Model (Sony)

Price
in $

Thermal
Camera Model

Price in
$

LCSEB/B

38

FLIR-E4

980

DSCH300/BM

179.95

FLIR-I40

2800

Alpha a6000

698

63902-0202 NIST

2895

DSC-HX200V

1130.6

PS24

4353.88

A7 Full Frame

1130.6

T200

7500

A. Mathematical Modelling
A PV module consists of number of cells in series and
parallel. Further, number of modules in series make a PV
string, whereas, number of series strings in parallel make
up a PV array. Fig.1 describes the structure of a PV array
from cellular to array level. The mathematical model of
the problem is described in equations 1-5. A represents the
area of particular cell that is being scanned by the
algorithm at an instant. I(x, y) represents the x, y
coordinates of a particular pixel of an image that is being

According to the suggested algorithm, the captured image
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processed by the MATLAB code. H represents number of
healthy pixels present in the image at cellular level.
Similarly, U represents count of unhealthy pixels within a
cell. Further, if the count of unhealthy pixels is greater
than half of the area of cell, that cell is declared as
unhealthy and vice versa.
First of all, area of cell is calculated as;
A = (x2 - x2 ) * (y2 - y1 )
(1)
If
I(x,y) = 1,
H=H+1
(2)
If

of the unhealthy part of the module will affect the overall
performance of the PV array, thus contributing towards
power loss.
III. Experimental Setup
An experimental setup has been established in order to
test the performance of proposed algorithm. For this
purpose a 1x3 (NsxNp) monocrystalline PV array, model
7SPM 85 has been utilized. A dataset of images have been
obtained from a Nikon camera, model Coolpix L820V1.0
with a resolution of 4 MP.
Experimentation has been done under two weather
scenarios in order to test the efciency of the proposed
algorithm. For this purpose, images of the PV array are
captured under diffused irradiation conditions in weather
scenario 1 [Fig.3]. Moreover, similar dataset of images
has been obtained under sunny weather as well [Fig.4].
Later, the algorithm was simulated for both scenarios and
the health of PV cells was clearly exhibited as healthy or
unhealthy in results of the algorithm in TABLE 3.

I(x,y) = 0,
U=U+1

(3)

H

IV

Cell is healthy if;
0.5A

(4)

U

IV

Cell is unhealthy if;
0.5A

(5)

TABLE 2: Data sheet of PV model 7SPM 85

B. Extension from module to array
The proposed model can be extended to full PV panel in a
way that the algorithm, searches for the unhealthy module
in a PV array, once it searches the faulty module/s, the
above mentioned model can be utilized to further
recognize the fault at cellular level. The mathematical
model to detect a faulty module within a PV array is
described in equations 6-10.
Ah1 symbolizes the area of upper half of the module.
Similarly, Hh1 represents the count of healthy pixels in
upper half of the module, while Uh1 represents number of
unhealthy pixels in that part.
Ah1 = (x2 - x1 ) * (y2 - y1 )
If
I(x,y) = 1,
Hh1 = Hh1+ 1

Parameters

Value

Cells per module
Maximum power (Pmpp)
Voltage at maximum power (V mpp)
Current at maximum power (Impp)
Open circuit voltage (Voc)
Short circuit current (Isc)

32
86W
16.5V
5.25 A
20.2 V
6.5 A

(6)
(7)

If;
I(x,y) = 0,
Hh1 = Hh1+ 1

(8)

Hh1

IV

First half of module is healthy if;
4 + Ah1

(9)

Here, a multiplying factor of has been taken on the basis
of number of cells present in one row of the PV module. In
this case, there are four cells in each row of the module.
Uh1

IV

First half of module is healthy if;
4 + Ah1

(10)

Similarly, the model will check for second half of the
same module. The module will be healthy if and only if
both halves of the module are recognized as healthy,
otherwise the module will be unhealthy even if only one
half of it is recognized as unhealthy. This is because, any

Fig. 2 Flow chart of proposed image processing technique

IV. Simulation Results and Discussion
This section describes the simulation results of the
proposed algorithm. In order to prove the effectiveness of
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proposed algorithm. In this scenario, the weather was
sunny and the images were captured during peak sun
hours (13:00-14:00). The actual image, inverted image
and processed image for weather scenario 2 has been
shown in Fig.4 (a), (b), (c) respectively. The simulation
results are given in TABLE 3. It can be seen that the
algorithm results for this scenario are identical to those in
weather scenario 1, while accurately recognizing faulty
cells. So, it is veried that the algorithm works well
irrespective of the weathering condition.
In past, thermography based visual techniques have been
used in order to determine failure within a particular
module of a PV array. However, these techniques suffer
the challenges of processing time of the algorithm and
cost of the camera setup. Moreover, interpretation of IR
images is a real challenge owing to weather conditions,
reection and partial shading issues.
On the basis of extent of degradation within a PV module,
cooling mechanism for a PV array can be suggested in the
future work of this technique. Furthermore, the MPPT of
the PV system can be updated according to the health
status of the modules that is obtained by the proposed
technique.

the proposed algorithm, the algorithm is run for two
weather scenarios.
Weather Scenario 1:
Under this scenario, images were captured under diffused
irradiation conditions during sun hours 13:00-14:00. Fig.
3(a) shows the actual image, whereas Fig. 3(b) shows the
inverted image and Fig. 3(c) shows the processed image.
It can be seen clearly that the processed image is showing
the faulty part of the image as black. The algorithm results
for this image have been shown in TABLE 3. Cell wise
analysis of the module is done in order to precisely
recognize faulty cells within a PV module. Next, on the
basis of these results, some cooling mechanism of PV
modules can be suggested in order to avoid further
degradation. As, the degradation can spread to
neighboring cells, which may lead to complete
degradation of the whole module in the long run. In that
regard, it is imperative to design cooling mechanism, so
that pre-mature degradation owing to extreme hot
weather conditions may be dealt with.
Weather Scenario 2:
Similarly, the images were captured for another weather
scenario in order to test the validity and robustness of the

Fig 3. (a) Secenario 1: Actual image of faulty modue

Fig. 3 (b) Inverted image

Fig.3 ( C ) Black and white image

Fig.4.(a) Scenario 2:Actual image of faulty module

Fig.4.(b) Inverted image

Fig.4 ( C ) Inverted ismage

Fig.5. (a) Actual image of ful 1x3 (NsxNp)PV array

Fig.5.(b) Black & image of full 1x3
(NsxNp) PV arry with faulty module indicated
Fig.5. Actual & black & white image of full 1x3 (NsxNp) PV array
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TABLE 3. Simulation results of proposed algorithm under weather scenario 1 & 2
Weather
Scenario

Scenario 1

Scenario 2

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.
28.
29.
30.
31.
32.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.
28.
29.
30.
31.
32.

Area of Cell
(A)

Healthy

Unhealthy

Result on LCD

44544
43424
45312
46848
46400
48000
50592
51408
52704
52416
53456
54912
54560
57120
59136
60032
59280
60088
62176
66368
67584
68544
68544
70656
72864
72800
73920
77380
81792
81760
81792
86336
23184
24534
25803
27342
25578
26352
28224
28917
27612
30051
31005
31482
33108
33345
34974
34272
35685
40803
37260
39528
38610
39780
41535
44019
41256
46008
45333
48438
46575
50616
51984
53352

43526
42498
44338
45777
45336
46951
49363
49970
51520
51282
52260
52863
53000
55728
57610
58021
51218
58559
60593
64189
28462
66375
65728
68232
20433
55894
64541
74119
9725
74944
79393
82817
22508
23877
25051
25870
24944
25798
27441
27996
26969
29187
30294
30380
31897
32130
33838
33447
33927
39068
36086
37929
13223
38574
40362
42268
13806
40068
43954
46505
83
40026
49583
51427

1443
1347
1403
1508
1497
1490
1682
1895
1645
1595
1662
2522
2029
1872
2015
2504
8551
2021
2084
2696
39643
2694
3341
2957
52972
17447
9924
3819
72640
7389
2972
4108
983
973
1077
1806
956
882
1123
1264
977
1213
1066
1460
1576
1582
1512
1198
2137
2140
1562
1999
25781
1606
1582
2172
27858
6370
1806
2375
46925
11041
2858
2388

cell1 is healthy
cell2 is healthy
cell3 is healthy
cell4 is healthy
cell5 is healthy
cell6 is healthy
cell7 is healthy
cell8 is healthy
cell9 is healthy
cell10 is healthy
cell11 is healthy
cell12 is healthy
cell13 is healthy
cell14 is healthy
cell15 is healthy
cell16 is healthy
cell17 ishealthy
cell18 is healthy
cell19 is healthy
cell20 is healthy
cell21 is unhealthy
cell22 is healthy
cell23 is healthy
cell24 is healthy
cell25 is unhealthy
cell26 is healthy
cell27 is healthy
cell28 is healthy
cell29 is unhealthy
cell30 is health
y
cell31 is healthy
cell32 is healthy
cell1 is healthy
cell2 is healthy
cell3 is healthy
cell4 is healthy
cell5 is healthy
cell6 is healthy
cell7 is healthy
cell8 is healthy
cell9 is healthy
cell10 is healthy
cell11 is healthy
cell12 is healthy
cell13 is healthy
cell14 is healthy
cell15 is healthy
cell16 is healthy
cell17 is healthy
cell18 is healthy
cell19 is healthy
cell20 is healthy
cell21 isunhealthy
cell22 is healthy
cell23 is healthy
cell24 is healthy
cell25 is unhealthy
cell26 is healthy
cell27 is healthy
cell28 is healthy
cell29 is unhealthy
cell30 is healthy
cell31 is healthy
cell32 is healthy
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Aerial Vehicles (UAVs) for cooperative
inspection of PV plants." IEEE Journal of
Photovoltaics 4.4 (2014): 1107-1113.

IV. Conclusion
The guaranteed life time of PV module is 20 years but in
order to achieve this life time, appropriate maintenance is
required as these modules are directly exposed to internal
and external stresses. Consequently, effective real time
diagnostics and inspection techniques are very essential
to prolong lifetime of PV module. Nevertheless, in recent
years there has been an increasing growth in monitoring
methods for PV systems.
In proposed research, the purpose was to suggest an
algorithm of digital image processing technique which
was designed in MATLAB environment in order to
recognize the health of PV module. For this purpose,
images of a 1x3 (NsxNp) PV were captured from Nikon
Coolpix camera. Proposed technique is cost effective in a
way that it employs a simple optical camera to capture
images. Moreover, as there are only two image
conversions taking place in the algorithm, the processing
time of the algorithm is considerably less as compared to
existing imaging techniques owing to have four image
conversions in their algorithms. The images in suggested
technique were processed in MATLAB in order to
determine health of the modules in a PV array. Moreover,
a particular cell within a module was identied as healthy
or unhealthy. The proposed algorithm is tested under two
weather conditions i.e. under sunny weather and under
diffused irradiation scenario. The results obtained in both
scenarios were alike and the faulty cells within a module
were clearly recognized as unhealthy in simulation
results.
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B. System Design of XPM
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C. WDM System Design via FWM and XPM

A. The Effect of Dispersion Fiber on Output Signals
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B. The Effect of input Power on Q measurement.

Input Power
(dBm)
-20

FWM (dBm)

XPM (dBm)

32.188721

18.240697

-15

22.964364

17.905387

-10

22.964364

17.617287

-5

22.964364

16.605979

0

22.967061

13.96817

Length (km)

FWM

XPM

75

1.00E-40

2.07E-14

100

1.00E-40

3.52E-16

125

3.15E-28

2.49E-11

150

1.88E-17

4.30E-06

175

2.23E-06

0.0227501

D. The effect of bit rate on BER

C. The effect of ber length on BER
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Bit Rate (Gbps)

FWM

XPM

1.25

5.83E-05

6.20E-04

1.8

5.50E-05

3.40E-09

2.5

7.30E-07

6.90E-24

10

1.00E-40

1.90E-08

40

2.28E-02

0.0227501

E. Implementation ber nonlinearities in WDM
system
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protocol. The layer 2 tunneling protocol is utilized to help
virtual private systems (VPNs), depending on an
encryption protocol that it goes inside the passage to give
security. L2TP does not give secrecy or solid validation
independent of alternate sources. Other algorithms such
as 3DES and AES128 (Figure 4 & 5) are described as they
provide encryption.

Abstract:
Security is the major issue in networking world and it is
extremely critical for business continuity. In this paper,
VPN is deployed between virtual Cloud and physical IoT
devices to obtain faster communication with security
allowing transferring of data prociently and safely.
L2TP technology is used to achieve VPN connectivity
with two phase authentication and encryption of data,
which results as a secure and fast tunnel for data transfer
minimizing time from 240ms to 140ms. This will provide a
new way to transmit data securely and in less time. Other
VPN technologies such as IPsec and SSL can be
incorporated with this technique, which can further
enhance the data rate and make the connection more
secure.

Due to the universal appeal IoT is incorporated with
Cloud computing, because of the amount of data IoTs
could generate and their requirement to have the freedom
of virtualization and storage capacity. Ability to create
smart applications is balanced by security as it is the main
concern in Cloud computing [1]. In this paper was present
a novel solution paradigm for secure communication
links between IoT devices and application servers in the
cloud.
In Section II we present literature review of existing
security techniques. In Section III we introduce the
paradigm of IoT Security using L2TP as the initial
protocol and we present the base architecture. In Section
IV we present the results and analysis present a way of
integrating components; Cloud platforms, Cloud
infrastructure and IoT middleware. We identify the future
work and nally conclude in the last two sections.

I. Introduction
Internet of Things and Cloud computing are new
technologies that are growing rapidly in the eld of
telecommunications. As the world is advancing in
technology, the risks of security breaches are becoming
more common in the eld of information technology [1].
In this paper we are discussing the method of securing the
IoT data with the help of Cloud infrastructure and L2TP
protocol. We focus on the privacy of data transferred by
IoT to the servers through Cloud, the servers as well as the
rewall are virtual machines deployed on Cloud
infrastructure.

II. Literature Review
Users expect that their data is protected from external
sources from malice. In [2] notion of Probabilistic Yoking
Proofs (PYP) performance metrics of cost, security, and
fairness are stressed. The proposal combines the message
format with incremental sampling process dictated by
Poisson where there is rate of change of metrics. Further
in other work, IoT devices gathered data from different
instruments and send the data to the controller in plain
format. We hence prefer star topology as used in
traditional ISP server. In [3], IoT and Cloud Computing is
integrated using COTS to enable privacy preservation.
Here proxying IoT using VPN is considered effective and
we further extend the concept of simple cryptographic
techniques using two authentication techniques and adapt
L2TP parameters to enable a cost effective as well as time
effective implementation.

Data or information is the most important aspect for any
human or any organization. Data security should be to the
utmost level so to secure the unauthorized use of the data
[2]. IoT is comprised of multiple devices, software's
operating systems which can send out kilobytes of data a
minute to complex things comprising of multiple sensors
churning out gigabytes of data in a continuous data
stream. As per RFC 4949, the security breaches by entity
to evade established measures can be classied in terms
of intent, origination and delivery method. Depending on
the intent of attacker, as active (resources / operations) or
passive (put information to use without affecting system
resources). If referenced to the point of initiation, “inside
attack” versus “outside attack” are the known types Using
the method of delivery, direct and indirect attacks are well
referenced. These includes “smurf attacks” as well
“reection attacks”(replay by intrusion). Use of IoT
results in improved efciency and reduced human error.

The Cloud environment is based on virtual machines and
virtual infrastructure, it can be provided by standard
internet protocols. The communication leads data transfer
and applications work between the users and Cloud.
Communication with in VMs are also taking place on
logical network which is places on physical network.
Single physical machine is hosting multiple VMs and
using different ports to distinguish trafc among them.

L2TP protocol will be used in this experiment to further
secure the layer of data and nd out the impacts of this
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smart phone's Management Domain.
We congure the Cloud rewall, and congure L2TP
VPN, to measure our success using various time instances
as our metric. In today's world, three of the most
important things in networking are security, time and
business continuity; we looked at three of those metrics to
implement this experiment.
a.

Conguring Devices:

In this experiment following devices/machines are used.
i.

Firewall:

A rewall is deployed on the Cloud, with three
interfaces. We used two of them.

Figure 1 Cloud and TWO IoT Device based Framework to enable
security protocols over VPN.

One is LAN interface Port A, which we would be able
to ping

The physical layer cannot determine the threats present in
the virtual network, thus it becomes extremely
challenging to inspect and detect abnormal activities of
the virtual machines. Firewalls and antiviruses deployed
on virtual networks help overcome such situations and
observe trafc patterns to nd anomalies in the system.
Trafc ooding and Denial of Service (DoS), spoong
and snifng of virtual network. The trafc rates are
monitored for the detection of malicious content [4].

Other is port B for WAN IP masking.
With interface Port A, we have connected a virtual
machine that is communicating with the IoT devices for
testing purpose.

a. Security in IoT via Cloud service
The records within the Cloud is a good deal extra liable to
danger in terms of condentiality, integrity, and
accessibility in comparison to the conventional
computing version [5]. The growing numbers and users
are indication towards greater risk and security breaches.
To secure data for IoT and Cloud, VPN technology is
becoming more and more popular as it isolates the
infrastructure that is already in Cloud from unknown
attackers.

Figure 2 Ping response from rewall to machine (cloud)

The ping response is shown in Figure 2. The simple
technique is sufcient to quantify the effect of the slow
L2TP implementation.

To protect the correspondence and system, the CSA
(Cloud Security Alliance) rules prescribe the utilization
of mixture of virtual LANs, IDS, IPS, and rewalls to
ensure the information in travel. The rules additionally
center around spillage of client's information because of a
virtual system and the utilization of same fundamental
foundation. The CSA suggests the utilization of
previously mentioned devices with strict access
administration approaches. The CSA has permitted
utilization of virtual gadgets and traditional physical
gadgets with snug coordination with the hypervisor to
guarantee perceivability and checking of movement over
the virtual system [6].

b. Encryption Techniques:
During the authentication, there are two phases and in
both phases encryption and authentication takes place
with given algorithms:
Table 1 Congurating Authentication - Phase I
Phase 1 conguration parameters

III. System Model
The star topology system architecture is shown in Figure
1. Here the services rendered are as described in RFC
2661. Specically we use authentication and encryption
without the use of IPSec. Connection oriented
architecture assume a remote smart phone which
established a PPP connection across the PSTN Cloud to
an LAC. The LAC then tunnels the PPP connection across
the Cloud server to an Node Server which provides
authentication, and access as well as accounting by home

DH Group

Encryption

Authentication

DH1024

3DES

SHA1

DH1024

3DES

MD5

DH1024

AES128

MD5

Table 2 Congurating Authentic ation - Phase II
Phase II conguration parameters
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DH Group

Encryption

Authentication

DH1024

3DES

SHA1

Dh1024

3DES

MD5

DH1024

AES128

MD5

Figure 3 and Figure 4 show the key generation authentication is a ow based process which is fed back to the
iterative loop encrypting and decrypting alternatively for
asymmetric networks like those based on IoTs.

3DES:
Triple information encryption algorithm turned into DES
make it tougher to decrypt, 3DES increases the important
thing length of DES i.e fty six-bit by using algorithm 3
times with 3 exclusive keys. The combined key size now
emerged as 168-bit.

IV. Results and Analysis
To measure time in this experiment we used Packet
internet groper (PING), verifying that no rewalls were
implanted and by going directly to the server we were
getting the mean time of PING 252 ms. But after the VPN
conguration, the mean time reduced to 140 ms. So, by
using VPN we are saving 112 ms or nearly 45% and the
data is encrypted and secured with the help of L2TP
protocols. This method helps the data to be secure as well
as fast using known technique (3DES, VPN).
We also initiated the speed test and use trace route to
detect that no external intrusions were traced during the
time of deployment.
After deployment Figure 5 shows the logical diagram
resulting from this experiment,

Figure 3 The working of 3DES logical [7]

AES128:
Any combination of data (128 bits) will be supported by
AES algorithm. Key length of 128, 192, and 256 bits used.
This is referred to as AES-128, AES-192, or AES-256
(depending on the key length). During the process of
encryption decryption, AES system goes through 10
rounds for 128-bit keys, 12 rounds for I92-bit keys, and 14
rounds for 256-bit keys to deliver nal cipher-text or to
retrieve the original plain-text [8].

Figure 5 Comparison of the reply from IP with and without VPN,
demonstrating the stability of VPN.

a. Analyses:
L2TP protocol is an open source connection oriented
protocol which does not require third party application to
implement. Additional algorithms are used with the
implementation to make the connection secure such as
3DES. The old version protocols such as PPTP (Point to
Point Tunneling protocol) were proprietary and now
obsolete to work on. This method can be used in the
service sector organization and business continuity is
required such as the banking sector can use this method in
its day to day services which can lower the time frame of
data communication and enhance the security for their
customers. The L2TP makes fewer nodes which results
the packets to transfer towards the destination in less time
than usual. This also makes the data transfer secure as the
tunnel is single way process and no outer interference can
occur.

Figure 4 Working principle of AES logical ow
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[8] Mr. Gurjeevan Singh, Mr. Ashwani Singla and Mr. K
S Sandha, "Cryptography Algorithm Comparison for
Security Enhancement in Wireless Intrusion
Detection System", International Journal of
Multidisciplinary Research, Vol.1 Issue 4, pp. 143151, August 2011.

b. Future Works
Apart from the L2TP protocol, the IPSec technology can
also be used in the connectivity between the Cloud
rewall and the devices, which may further enhance the
results. The results however are not very different from
the expected. We used Apple Iphone, which only supports
L2TP for VPN technology. Other 3rd party applications
can also be used in the process to perform the same
experiment with different protocols.
V. Conclusion
The geographical spread of the Cloud technology has
raised many security issues to all users individual or
organizational. A novel method for authentication and
accountability to prevent IDS (Intrusion Detection
System) was presented which has enhanced the outcome
to a greater extent. Irrespective of the fast data rate
acceleration of each technology the security issue must be
solved or decreased to a minimal to attain a better
integration model. A model is proposed which saves time,
and makes data secure by using the L2TP protocol via
Cloud to serve IoT devices. The nancial sector,
commercial markets and other service industries can take
advantage to this service. It is expected to see multiple
L2TP and integration with IPSec as future work. With the
proposed changes, belief between customer and the
organization can again be enhanced.

[9] Akash Kumar Mandal, Chandra Parakash and Mrs.
Archana Tiwari, “Performance Evaluation of
Cryptographic Algorithms: DES and AES”, IEEE
Students' Conference on Electrical, Electronics and
Computer Science, pp. 1-5, 2012.
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connectivity of different systems and devices. Which is
somehow we say it is more than machine-to-machine
communications (M2M). [2][3]

Abstract:
In these days Long Term Evolution (LTE) and Long Term
Evolution Advance (LTE-A) both are prominent
technologies in respect of Internet of Things (IoT). As far
as power saving requirement for IoT devices LTE, LTE-A
also provide mechanism to turn off receptions and go to
sleep when no data need to be received or transmitted.
LTE and LTE-A also provide Quality of Services and
perfect robustness. Internet of Things (IoT) might be
joined in straightforwardly and consistently an extensive
number of various and heterogeneous end framework
while giving open access to choose information for
improvement of digital services.

Wireless system can be classied in two as far as high
speed mobile wireless access services are concerned.
LTE- A is anticipated that would target considerable
change in ghastly productivity and lessening in latency. [12]
Now in the IoT prototype, lots of objects that are present
with us continuously on the network in form or other. In
the result bulky amount of data are generated which is
obviously required to stored, then process and present in
uninterested efcient form. The evolution towards
information and communication is evident for the
demand of Wi-Fi and 4 G-LTE wireless internet accesses.
The achievement for continuous connectivity is
succeeded with the help of Internet of Things (IoT)[4].

Keywords- IoT, LTE, LTE-A, Services
I.

There are lots of merits of IoT but many hurdles are
available in aforementioned topic point. IoT is similar to a
heterogeneous end framework. Such a heterogeneous
eld of utilization makes the recognizable proof of
arrangements satisfying the specic difculties[5][6].

Introduction

The Internet of Things is the network of objects or
“physical things" which are xed to a network or with any
electronic device, computerized software, antennas/
sensors and connectivity to enable it to perform big
service by communicating each other (with other
connected devices). Everything which is identiable
uniquely in internet communication system and each
thing is able to communicate to another thing within
Internet infrastructure.
Current performance along with history is described in
below diagram clearly.

Figure.2. Internet of Things (IoT)[7]

a.

Objective

Give a review of network architecture that will bolster
LTE-and LTE advanced air interface.
II. Background
A. IOT Data Handling
In traditional data management system, the system
manage the storage, retrieval and update of data items,
les and others elementary records. As far as IoT is
concerned data handling must concise and data online
while provide storage. This increases the idea of data
handling from ofine storage, query processing[8].

Figure.1: Roadmap of Internet of Things (IoT) [1]

The term “IOT” or Internet of things was rst
documented in 1999 by a British visionary, Kevin Ashton.
Initially, Internet of Things is supposed to offer
communicating
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C. Querying
As querying is the core process to access any kind =of
data in a system. It is also used for querying as well for
retrieving the data and simply data intensive systems are
relied on querying[15].
D. Production
Data production process in IoT's system is exchanging or
trading the information from one node another or any sort
of machine to machine (M2M) correspondence and
detecting. As time is most important factor
correspondence. So information is normally time
stamped and at some point conceivably geo-stamped
[16][17].

Figure.3. Internet of Things (IoT) [10]
B. IoT Data Lifecycle

E. Aggregation

The lifecycle of data within an Internet of things, the
information continues from information generation to
aggregation, optional ltering, exchange and preprocessing.and then at long last to capacity and ling.
Examination and questioning are both the end focuses
that start and expend information generation, however
creation of information can be set to be pushed to the
Internet of things administrations of consuming.
Accumulation, Production, total, separating the
information and some other essential preparatory and
questioning handling usefulness are viewed as online in
IoT framework. A portion of the operations goalmouth at
level of making information accessible one for steady get
to the long haul, while authentic is worried with read just
information. Since some Internet of Things frameworks
may produce, store and process the information in system
for constant[11][12][13].

Data aggregation process in IoT's framework is,
transmission of the all raw data in real time out of the
network.19
Which is always sanctioned expensive? Especially when
the given data are so huge and the available bandwidth are
so limited. Fusion & aggregation are both techniques
which are deploy to merge operations in real time. These
both techniques perform the compress to the data volume
for storage and transmission purposes [18].
F. Delivery
Finally at the delivery point after fusion & aggregation
data ltered and this possibly can either on at the
autonomous virtual channel/units or at the any
concentration points within the Internet of Things
systems. For transferring of data for permanent data
stores, there can be used any kind of broadband
communication connectivity either Wired or wireless
[17].
III. Literature And Review
The next generation network (NGN) could be another
build and changing into progressively and a considerable
measure of fundamental for future telecommunication
network in this paper indicates ve performs layer of
NGN plan and talk about some end to end QOS(quality of
administration) Issues for NGN (Called NGNQOS). As
far as possible layers are 1) Application layer that support
SIP (Session Initiation convention) and SIP can be
depicted is a convention for correspondence and
overwhelming multimedia system communication
sessions. In this manner most regular uses of SIP range
unit in web media transmission for voice and video calls,
further as moment electronic informing wherever web
Protocol (IP) systems.

Fig. 4. Internet of Things (IoT) information life cycle [14]

2) Network Management Layer that goes for beating the
bottlenecks issues at edge hubs or servers for end to end
afrmation control.
3) Adaption layer that supports totally extraordinary
system designs and system quality
Figure.5. IoT purposed data lifecycle and data management system[14]

4) Network Transmission Layer that offers end-to-end
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era (4G) is delineating as far as execution needs and
fundamental attributes.

QoS organization for period exchanges through mix
Differentiated Service (DiffServ) and Multi-Protocol
Label change (MPLS).

The new determination created by the Third Generation
Partnership Project (3GPP), that supports the mixing of
present and future radio get to technologies, is
highlighted. At that point, the most innovations for LTEAdvanced area unit claried, next to potential
improvements, their related difculties, and some
methodologies that are contemplated to handle that
difculty[21].

(5)Management Layer that gives Web-based GUI
program to information presentation, checking,
modication and higher subjective process in NGN.10
[18].
In 1998 Telecomm conguration started to concentrate on
a coming era of a system that could be change the present
phone arranges. The future in telecomm association move
towards a break between the system supplier and
specialist co-op[18].

Relaying is one more of the climate that is acquainted in
LTE-Advanced with support the execution of LTE,
regarding scope and out-turn with regards to 3GPP the
utilization of transfers can allow the resulting upgrades.
·
Offer coverage in new areas.
·
Temporary network preparation.
·
Cell-edge outturn.
·
Coverage of high rate.
·
Cluster quality.

This development is less cost and propels the capacity of
system to bolster current administrations and applications
and edge of media issue and communication network.
The essential development which is required to appear at
noteworthy change in the correspondence market is the
modication from circuit change media transmission
system to package based framework using the web
protocol. The general Plan behind the NGN is wherever in
which one framework sends all information besides
associations (voice, information, Video) by exemplifying
these into parcels the NGN is a package based Network
which can make organizations including Telecommunication Services and Can Produce of Multiple
Broadband Quality of organization allowed send propels
which advantage related Purposed are autonomous.[19]

These improvements will be delegated ''cover age
expansion'' and ''throughput upgrade''. Also to the past
upgrades, the work of transfers brings the following
blessings:
· Cost reduction: the cost of a transfer,
independent from anyone else, ought to be not
exactly the cost of an eNB, forward that the
complexness of a hand-off is a littler sum than
the many-sided quality of an eNB. Because of
the shortage of a wired backhaul, the
arrangement esteem and time should even be
decreased, contrasted with an eNB.
· Power utilization lessening: The single-bounce
separation between the eNB and therefore the
UE is split into 2 distances: the separation from
the eNB to the transfer, and the separation from
the relay to the UE [22].

The client hope to utilize at least one administrations that
give by administration verication (i.e who is utilizing)
Authorization (i.e. the client would have an authorization
to utilize the administration or not). The hardest
Challenges in the NGN will give validation and
Authorization administrations when wandering is need so
the client would be conrmed or approved to change the
system on the y.
The next section denes and briey the need for
information and the communication innovation (ICT)
administrations, that is determine above. This paper gives
a backdrop for determining the predict market tendency
and their implication for the regulator. The nal section
nishes with guidance and submission for the future
research.

Types: Sorts the meaning of a ""sort"" of hand-off, in
venture with 3GPP, is done by joining a collection of
attributes that a transfer relay should have. The rst basic
qualities wont to order transfers range unit their
duplexing subject, layers, and level of coordination into
the RAN. On high of those orders, transfers will contain
''additional items'' like overhauled MIMO limits, joint
effort capacities, etc. the resulting area gives an outline of
the groupings of relays[22].

Of a particular salient to for the next generation network
are the proceed topics in the area of software described
network (SDN), network, virtualization, security,
application, cloud, services also the numerous important
issues are accomplish next generation[20].

Third Generation Partnership Project (3GPP) a gaggle of
telecommunication transmission afliations working
towards the change and support of a global System for
Mobile communication (GSM) and also created radio get
to advances, has started dealing with long-run Evolution
progressed (LTE-Advanced) to accomplish the essentials
of bleeding edge improvement. The key destinations for
this advancement development square measure raised
rate, enhanced range strength, enhanced scope and
diminished inactivity. The top comes about of those
objectives square measure signicantly up administration

NGN conference at IEEE ICC 2015 important to combine
and upgrade the new improvement and development
rising center ranges. This conference also participation
and invites for both academic and industry research doing
in the area of next generation network technologies such
as services, Architecture, protocols. This paper gives
inside and out read on the innovations being considered
for Long Term Evolution-Advanced (LTE-Advanced). In
the rst place, the movement from third era (3G) to fourth
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the LTE particulars; furthermore, terminals from the basic
LTE unleash will be prepared to get to LTE advanced
networks[29].

provisioning and lessening of administrator costs for
different activity circumstance[23]
LTE-A helps in integration the present networks, of
cutting edge innovation. The key objectives for this
development the escalating user demands. The technical
options of LTE-A could likewise be outlined with the
word reconciliation. LTE-Advanced are standardized
inside the 3GPP determination unharnessed ten (Release
ten LTE-An) and can be intended to satisfy the 4G
requirements as outlined by ITU. LTE-An as a framework
needs to take a few choices into concerns in light of
enhancements at each level that includes different quality
and difcult execution. Different changes on the physical
layer might be relied upon to support larger bandwidths
with a great deal of adaptable distributions and to shape
utilization of further expanded receiving wire
innovations. Coordinated base stations, booking, MIMO,
obstruction administration and concealment likewise will
require changes on the particular[24].

IV. Methodology
The research methodology its addresses several
important points, including topic selection research
purposes, and previous research on the subject also
through collection of information and data by use tools of
questionnaires, survey and statistics tables that help in
obtaining information and data in nd solutions and ways
to treat Phenomenon. In this research analyze the 10years
previous research papers and articles read and take some
main points.
Through the use of quantitative research in the
Independence study of the important use of appropriate
tools in quantitative research through Mathematical
Statistics, data and surveys that give the gures and ratios
help to know the extent of the phenomenon and opinions
slice search and responders.

In this Paper offers a summary of the long term Evolution
(LTE) of the Universal Mobile Telecommunication
System (UMTS), that is being produced by the third
Generation Partnership Project (3GPP). LTE constitutes
them obstruent step towards the fourth era (4G) of radio
advances proposed to grow the limit and speed of
versatile correspondences. Particular thought is given to
the requirements and centers of LTE, its use of various
radio wire strategies, and to the one Carrier Frequency
Division Multiple Access (SC-FDMA) regulation
utilized as a part of the LTE transmission. Likewise new
future examination square measure as are arranged
here[25][26].

The advancement of 3GPP's third era Universal Mobile
Telecommunication System (UMTS), the essential
broadband CDMA development, starting from its basic
unleash in 1999/2000. There are groupings of different
landings of UMTS, besides the development of High
Speed Down connection Packet Access (HSDPA) in
unleash ve presented in the casually named three .5G.
The resulting extension of the improved Dedicated
Channel (E-DCH), higher famous as High Speed
transmission Packet Access (HSUPA), completed three.
5G. the mix of HSDPA and HSUPA is at present alluded to
as High Speed Packet Access (HSPA). LTE connected
with the circulation of the discharge eight judgments in
2008 and LTE-Advanced is being introduced as a bit of
unleashed ten. The LTE-Advanced radio get to arrange
(RAN) sensibility is needed to be for all intents and
purposes cemented by December 2010.

A diagram of the LTE and LTE-An is given. The summary
focused on the LTE needs and targets, course of events for
the LTE preparing, various get to innovation in LTE,
MIMO, furthermore the anticipated examination ranges.
The paper furthermore examines couple of potential new
investigation zones covering cloud radio get to arrange,
Multi bounce remote systems, and Resilience and
dependableness of LTE with MPLS[27].
The third generation partnership project has been
developed (3GPP) standards based on advanced Long
Term Evolution (LTE), and the potential for 3 GPP 4G,
organize and change the expected wireless technologies
and the advancement of the transcendent system. This
article provides an overview of the review dedicated to
4G to meet the requirements of the job. The technology
elements such as broadband and exchange distances
which are being multi-acceptance cables, transmit /
separate collection (companies), and exchange, and know
the needs of the evolving LTE systems[28].

Figure.6. Efciency of bandwidth with data sets

LTE-Advanced meets the execution needs set by ITU-R
for IMT-Advanced and absolute it is an improvement of
LTE and not is position structure in itself. Keeping
obvious the possibility of in turn around similitude, LTEAdvanced terminals are proposed to have the ability to get
to frameworks planned as per the fundamental unleash of

V. Sampling
Researcher tries to access to research samples close to
him such as software houses, universities franchise
communications ofces , academics and different views
on the subject of research and the extent of the
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phenomenon in the country and within the means
available In order to overcome the negative results and
focus on the positive results may lead to the development
of the telecommunications industry in the country and
encourage investors in the eld of telecommunications
and software and inventors that can have an important
role in reducing un employment and improving the
technological industries speciously telecommunications
and software application. The sample size is 15 they lled
the Questionnaires I have been given. So mostly they are
in telecommunication companies such as mobilink,
Zong, Telenor, Warid etc. samples representative collect
the largest amount of information through statements and
interviews and survey research taking information that
contribute to the development of a hypothesis and theory
research in terms of potential impact of Next Generation
Network (NGN) in the eld of telecommunications and
the extent of social acceptance of such researcher trying
to collect information on the research sample
representative valid and appropriate that can be broader
representation of all the people and the development of
the theory of searching through information derived.
A. Primary Research
At the stage of primary data collection research using data
collection methods through tools of Statistics such as
questionnaires respondents samples that are lled
questionnaires then return it , researcher to obtain private
data and the original distribution of the research and also
by conducting press interviews that contribute to obtain
information and data, and through Find used in the
surveys that are more stresses of interviews and are
typically used to collect the large number of population
responses.

Pie Chart

B. Secondary Research
Secondary Research depends on the qualitative approach
in the search through the collection of the above
information for research in similar research from books,
documents, magazines, research articles and internet for
previous data contribute to the reinforcement Research
and get the comparisons with Search , Secondary research
relied on Google Universal site for the enormous
scientic wealth through previous theories in the same
search, and that has credibility and stability, as well as a
Institute Of business and technology library and to
ensure that wrote the value of such Business laws
information management system computer sciences.
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Regression Table and Hypothesis
C. Nominal Regression
Hypothesis: According the analysis the result shows that
the technology is showing a better impact as peri scribe
D. Data Management Framework for IoT
In working scenario proposal for data handlings are
preferred to WNS, the more sophisticated characteristics
of Internet of Things is not to explicitly address. It is also
one of the main functionality of the global IoT space.
Therefore the proposed framework has a layer approach
that sources centric middleware and centres on data
VI. Result and Discussion
Proposed IoT data handling consists of some basic
stacked layers namely as Data layer, Things layer, The
Communication Layer, Source layer Federation Layer,
Query Layer and Transactions Layer.18
The dependent variable has only one value observed in 1 (500%)
subpopulations
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system to exchange layer, it can send either a solitary
source/established execution technique, or it can convey
disseminated or worldwide execution instrument.
VII. Conclusion
LTE-Advance touches the execution requirements set by
IMT-Advance and inside and out. It is a development of
LTE and not another framework in itself. In above cited
subject we discussed about something about IoT and
information data handling of system for the Internet of
Things. LTE-Advance terminals are intended to have the
capacity to get to systems worked by rst arrival of the
determinations. To compensate for storage, the
comprehensive IoT components i.e. data handling
framework with core data &support for federation layer
and source layers.
Figure.6. Outline of the proposed IoT data management framework and
mapping of its layers to the IoT data lifecycle[29]
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online without investment by publishing videos on their
YouTube channel account. This paper presents the
complete guide that how can anyone use YouTube as a
source of earning and how he or she get paid by sitting at
home.

Abstract:
When people arrive on the internet world the lots of
opportunities to earn online money are waiting for them
some of them are Freelancing, Afliate marketing,
Blogging, Youtubing and so on. The outstanding and
investment free option to earn online money is from
YouTube. It is the simplest process to be got paid by sitting
at home. This paper presents the complete procedure to
earn money from world’s second largest social
networking site YouTube, I will explain that how I started
my YouTube career and after one and a half year how
much amount I earned from YouTube, the complete
analytics report will be shown in the results section.
Results show that peoples can use YouTube as a full-time
job.

II. Youtube a Source of Earning
A. Setup YouTube and AdSense account
When you start a career on YouTube as a fundamental
theme of earning or as a source of business income one
thing that comes in your mind is “when my earning will
start”. After enabling your YouTube channel account for
monetization and associate it with AdSense and bringing
audience trafc to your content videos, once your channel
earning score elapse Google payment threshold your
channel’s earning will start.

Keywords—Social Network, Online Earning, Youtube.
I.

Introduction

Social Networks helps social actors to share their ideas,
knowledge information and other activities on virtual
communities. By these networks, millions of users
connect with other user’s proles or with global
communities [1].
Social Networking Sites are the most powerful and
progressive part of the digital world. An enormous
amount of users daily search different kind of content
over the internet so how can we take advantage of these
Social Networking Sites and what are the nest procedure
to make money from these sites. In this paper, I will serve
the complete procedure to make a massive amount of
money from the second world’s largest social networking
site YouTube. Networking sites are the backbone of the
World Wide Web, these sites enable billions of users to
link with each other. On the internet there are many
opportunities are available to make online money but this
paper mainly focuses on YouTube.

1) Create a YouTube Channel: Signup with Youtube by
adding your personal information, you can also use your
Gmail account. Sign in to your Youtube account and from
right top corner click on your prole icon and create a
channel, ll out all the information and verify it by your
mobile number, congratulations you have done now add
channel prole picture and channel art.

YouTube is one of the world’s largest video sharing
platforms, where videos are uploading continuously by
the millions of users [2]. You will be surprised to know
that top YouTube celebrities use their channels as a fulltime job because from their youtube account they
generate a huge amount of money. A world’s famous
youtuber PewDiePie earn million dollars per year,
likewise countless Pakistani content creators’ upload
their content videos o social network site YouTube and
generate revenue. YouTube provides a platform to their
creators to monetize their videos by YouTube Partnership
Program. Video producers can generate a handsome
amount of revenue from advertisements served on their
video content [3]. Even every person can earn money

2) Enable YouTube Account for Monetization: The next
step is to enable your channel for displaying Ads and it
will be possible by enabling the monetization option, and
this option is available in status and features option, go to
the creator studio and click on the channel tab here you
will nd option of monetization and you have to enable it.
It will require an AdSense account so signup with
AdSense.
3) Associate YouTube Channel with AdSense: AdSense
account is mandatory for receiving the payment and
generates revenue from YouTube videos. After enabling
monetization it is necessary to connect your AdSense
account with your channel because AdSense keeps the
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track of your channel's earning that you can withdraw
when your revenue passes payment threshold.

Ÿ

4) Review Application: YouTube team reviews your
application when your channel reaches up to 1,000
subscribers and 4,000 watch hours in order to check that
either your channel follows YouTube terms and
conditions or not and when the process completes they
will inform you through an email that now your videos are
eligible to generate revenue from suitable Ads.

Ÿ

Ÿ

B.

Ÿ

Ÿ
Ÿ
Ÿ

Publishing Your Content on YouTube

Ÿ

The process of video publishing might seem a difcult
task but when you did it once, you will observe that, it is a
very easiest process. Every month more than 1.5 billion
peoples watch YouTube videos; this is the reason that
publishing videos can give you a rewarding experience
[4]. Video uploading requires a few steps.
Ÿ
Ÿ
Ÿ

To maximize the number of clicks do not click on your
own video ads.
To get more Ad clicks do not ask your friends to click
on ads.
Do not use the violent and adult content.
Do not put ads on copyright content.
Do not get trafc from paid to click programs.
Do not make changes on AdSense ad code.
Do not use AdSense code in software or emails
Do not publish hateful, violent, nudity, spam and
copyrighted content.

E. Techniques for Channel Growth
I get a tremendous amount of success on my YouTube
channel within one and a half year. Although this success
is not outrageous, it really justies my effort. Applying
these techniques will denitely support you to achieve
your target.

Log in to your YouTube account
At the top right click the Upload button
Choose the privacy option for your video

1) Videos Planning: If you fail to plan then you plan to
fail. The rst step is to decide what your expertise are, Do
what you love and choose a niche according to your skills,
pinpoint your target and start making videos based on
your targeted audience.
2) Create High-Quality Content: Publish content that
highly engages your audience, make videos that are
entreating and informative and try to make burst and
evergreen content that will remain relevant with respect
to time.
Select video from your laptop or mobile that you want
to upload.
Ÿ Add basic information like title, tags, and description.
Ÿ When uploading is done click on publish
Ÿ Share your videos on multiple networking sites to
create backlinks.
Ÿ

3) Be Consistent: Consistency helps you to build a strong
connection with your subscribers. Try to maximize your
uploading speed. Usually, subscribers ignore those
channels that are not serious to publish their content
regularly.
4) Use Top Search Keywords in Title and Description: Do
proper SEO (Search Engine Optimization) of videos and
use those keywords in title, tags, and description that have
high search and high CPC (Cost per Click) rate.

C. Follow YouTube Partnership Terms and
Conditions
Here is the list of YouTube community guidelines that
will help you to save from trouble, follow these guidelines
seriously.
Ÿ
Ÿ
Ÿ
Ÿ
Ÿ
Ÿ

5) Make Eye-Catching Thumbnail for Videos: For each
video create an attractive thumbnail with a small
explanatory note that helps your audience to understand
what your video is all about.

Don’t upload nudity content
It’s not good to upload abusive videos
Don’t upload harmful or dangerous content
YouTube doesn’t allow hateful and violent content
Everyone hates spam so avoid spam content videos
Only upload authorized videos, don’t use other’s
content

6) Add Channel trailer: YouTube offers to their creators
to make most of the customization to their channels one of
them is adding a channel trailer that shows in channel’s
home section. It’s a video that automatically plays when
the new audience comes to your channel and this video
tells your trafc what you offer them.

D. Follow AdSense Terms and Conditions

7) Use Appropriate Tool: Lots of enormous tools are
available over the internet that helps you to promote your
channel one of them is Tube Buddy, It is a best friend for
all YouTube creators. I have been used Tube Buddy since
last one month and it really helps me to nd more

It is necessary for all creators to adhere to AdSense
program policies if you do not follow these rules your
AdSense account will disable by Google.
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audience.
8) Add Social Links: YouTube offers the privilege to their
creators to build their social circle by adding social links
in About section. In channel settings, you can add your
various social media links. Moreover, you can also add
subscribe button on your channel art.
9) Add Intro and Outro: It is like starting theme song that
helps you to make a brand, with intros and outros your
video will become more interesting and gives the sense of
professionalism.
10) End Video with a Big Thank you and Ask for
Subscribe: The answer will always be no until you never
ask. Try to end the video with a high note of condence
and tell your viewers that you are really thankful to them.
11) Collaboration is Important: Connect with your
subscribers and audience, interact with them, reply to
their comments, listen to their requests and all time make
them feel connected.
F.

Withdraw Finalized YouTube Earning

Every month from 10 to 14, nalize earning shows into
your AdSense account and from 21 to 29 nalized earning
receipt shows in your AdSense Payment section you can
withdraw it by the easiest method that is Western Union.
Western Union is a worldwide money transfer service that
allows you to get your earning cash within two months, it
is the fastest method to get payment. Yours earning made
in US dollar but you get it in your local currency from
western union agents.
III. Results
I have been using Youtube since October 2016 I started an
interior design channel. Within six months, this channel
becomes my full-time job with a few thousand
subscribers. Now after one and a half year, my channel
reputation is as follows.
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IV. Conclusion
The actual illusion behind handsome YouTube earning is
being consistent in uploading videos. In today’s world,
thousands of peoples use YouTube as a full-time job and
get the handsome amount from it. The results show that
after one and a half year effort the channel is in the
position that it can be used as a full-time job and can bear
the expenses of a complete family.
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creators who generate their revenue in million dollars per
year by publishing their content videos on YouTube. In
addition, the main objective is to examine the strategies
that top Youtubers followed. We gather data by surveying
top YouTube channels, results show that most of the top
channels belong to the United States and mostly
entertainment channels are more popular over the
internet.
The management of the complete paper is as follows: The
Section II presents the methodology of the research,
Section III presents the results section in which we have
shown some tables in order to show different parameters,
the Section IV presents the conclusion and nally, Section
V presents the references.
II. Methodology
We conduct an online survey to collect analytics of top
channels and analyze the best practices and strategies that
top channels followed after statistical analysis results
evaluated and show in the form of tables. We categorize
our survey paper into two parts, the rst part is about the
analytics report such as content type, number of
subscribers, number of views, from which country that
channel belongs and the second part is about best
practices or strategies as shown in gure 1. For data
collection, we have used social blade site that tracks user
statistics for Youtube, twitter, instagram, twitch and other
social media sites [5], by utilizing social blade site we get
a deeper understanding of user growth and collect
analytics data report that usually includes the number of
videos, number of subscribers, number of views and other
parameters as well. In order to examine the next part of
data collection that what strategies are being followed by
top YouTube channels we rst take the list of top 100
youtube channels from the same site that is social blade
and then we pick up the top 10 Youtube channels and by
visiting their channel prole, we analyze their regular
activities moreover, we also analyze that what are their
common practices on their channels by which they
became the world’s top channels.

Abstract:
Top content creators of YouTube have a huge size of the
audience that rivals the size of the traditional television
audience. This paper presents the world’s highest-paid
Youtubers who generates million dollars revenue per year
by uploading videos on YouTube. A survey of top channels
is conducted in order to collect the data then the results of
the data is compared among all those channels to
discover that what strategies are being followed by top
YouTubers to become a millionaire.
Keywords—World’s top YouTube channels, YouTube
channels, Social media YouTube.
I. Introduction
YouTube is a world’s largest video sharing social
networking website launched in Feb 2005 by PayPal
workers, in Nov 2006 Google bought it for 1.65 billion
US dollars. YouTube offers a variety of content videos,
allow its users to watch, share, publish, rate, comment and
follow other user’s channels. YouTube contains several
kinds of stuff like trailers, documentaries, entertainment
shows, music clips, training videos, and other short clips.
Mostly videos are published by individuals. The
unregistered users are only able to watch the content
videos whereas the registered users are able to publish an
unlimited content on the video sharing site, add
comments, like videos and share videos on other social
networking websites [1].
Registered users monetize their videos with the help of
the YouTube Partner Program, after enabling
monetization YouTube placed advertisements on videos
and subscribers watched their videos in this way creators
generate their revenue. Advertisements are placed
through Google AdSense. Creators generate their earning
based on ads revenue generated when users watch their
content. Channel’s earning depends upon from which
country your channel gets more views and which types of
ads are shown on your videos.
Online earning is the most convenient and simplest way
to make money by monetizing your talent or skills.
Monetization of talent is something like converting
someone’s talent into money. When YouTube launch in
2006, the owners only wanted to launch such a place of
activity where they could stream news, they did not
conceive that YouTube will become the world’s second
largest search engine and will become a perfect site to
generate online money by creating and uploading content
videos by sitting at home [2].
The Internet is a main source of information and getting
more popular every day [3]. The main purpose of this
paper is to analyze the world’s top highest paid YouTube
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anyone can grow their channel on YouTube and can earn
million-dollar revenue by uploading content. Table 2
shows that almost all channels produce high-resolution
content and 90% channels create high-resolution
thumbnails. All channels do proper SEO means they
properly add title, tags, and description for each video.
90% of channels create backlinks for getting more views,
40% of the channels add captions, 90% channels add
cards, 80% channels add end screens at the end of each
video, 60% channels maintain consistency in their
uploads, 80% of the channels collaborate with their
audience and 100% of the channels create entertaining
videos to entertain their audience. Successful YouTube
channels always follow a realistic schedule and based on
that schedule they regularly upload content [4].

By surveying each channel one by one, we collect all the
analytics report which and then perform statistical
analysis over that data in order to examine results.
Analytics report contains the following parameters:
Ÿ
Ÿ
Ÿ
Ÿ
Ÿ
Ÿ
Ÿ
Ÿ

Which types of videos are upload on the channel?
A total number of videos those are available.
Total number of subscribers
Total number of views
Date on which the channel was created.
Country location from which that channel belongs.
How much amount channel generates monthly?
How much amount channel generates yearly?

The next part is to examine that what strategies are being
followed by these top YouTube channels. The different
factors can lead the channel to reach the highest of
success. Patience plays a very important role in the
success of every channel. The remaining top strategies
will be a list in the results section.

Table 3, lists the use of content type that which type of
videos are more popular on YouTube table results shows
that there is 40% of channels which creates entertainment
videos, 20% channels are popular based on music tracks,
10% sports and 10% sports channels are more popular
over the YouTube.

III. Results

Similarly, Table 4, lists the location that from which
country these channels belong to, results describe that
most of the channels belong to the United States and its
percentage is 50%, 30% of the channels belong to India
and rest of the channels belongs to other countries. With
results, it can be easily determined that YouTube is more
popular in the United States and usually most of the
highest paid YouTube creators belong to the US.

A successful creator always embodies their viewers, he
keeps his audience engaged for a long time, He carefully
understands that what their customer actually want and
then create content accordingly.
Table 1, lists analytics report of world’s top 10 highest
paid YouTube channels, it is clear from table 2 that a top
YouTube creator can earn up to million-dollar revenue
from YouTube.

IV. Conclusion

Table 2, lists the top strategies and best practices that are
followed by top Youtubers, by following those strategies

To maximize the revenue world’s top YouTube channels
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[5] https://socialblade.com/

upload such type of content videos that attracts a huge
amount of trafc because they generate revenue when the
large audience watches their content. Therefore, in order
to grow your channels on YouTube try to target the
audience of the United States, select an entertaining and
trending niche. In addition, follow all those best practices
that top YouTube channels follow.
V.

[6] Fen Zhou, Florian Dransart, “Online Statistics of
Keyword-Indexed Youtube Videos”, Sixth
International Conference on Communication
Systems and Networks (COMSNETS) 2014.
[7] Lakshmish Kaushik, Abhijeet Sangwan, John H.L.
Hansen, “automatic sentiment extraction from
youtube videos”, 2013 IEEE Workshop on
Automatic Speech Recognition and Understanding
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to mobile, internet, branch and Telephone banking. In the
last few years, people have started gradually adopting
digital banking in its myriad of forms, but ATMs are still
poised to be the primary way of monetary transactions for
the foreseeable future, and thus any gaps in their security
have extensive consequences for the banking sector as a
whole. This paper identies one such gap in the security
of the commonly used ATMs here and tries to propose a
pragmatically sound solution that could be implemented
with ease to this mode of banking. This will additionally
allow us new opportunities to analyze transaction trends
and build better systems to detect fraud in its various
shapes [1].

Abstract:
Plastic money has become the most favored wayof
conducting monetary transactions in most developed
countries, partly due to the ubiquity and ease of access of
Automated Teller Machines, but its use in Pakistan still
lags largely behind. While Teller machines offer a great
deal of ease when it comes to accessing personal bank
accounts, checking balance, paying utility bills or
performing Inter/Intra Bank Fund Transfers. However,
they also pose numerous critical security challenges. For
example, skimming devices only require a 4-digit
Personal Identication Number to steal an individual’s
private information and a teller machine’s hardware
especially vulnerable to such tactics. This might even lead
to identity theft where someone might steal a customer’s
account by way of recording their PIN after a valid
debit/credit card transaction. This paper identies such
security concerns and suggests a method to make
transactions safer and more secure by bypassing the
Teller’s own vulnerable hardware by way of entering the
PIN from the keypad of a user’s Smartphone or handheld
device via a bank’s digital banking app.

In Pakistan, the majority of people use two types of cards;
Magstripe Cards and Chip Cards. In the former, a
magnetic strip stores all your personal data, while in the
latter a chip performs the same function. Coupled with the
numbers embossed on the plastic of a card, of which the
rst six digits dene the BIN (Bank Identication
Number) and the following six digits contain the
cardholder’s details. As such while the card itself contains
all of a user’s information, you still need a PIN for
verication before performing any electronic
transactions. The banks in Pakistan which offer debit or
credit card services only use a PIN verication system,
which is inadequate when we compare it to the banks in
Europe and a few other rst world countries that require
both a PIN and personal signature for verication
purposes while in some countries both options are
available [4].

Keywords—Security; Automated Teller Machine;
Smartphone; Authentication; ISO 8583; PIN Verication.
I.

Introduction

Modes of carrying cash have evolved rapidly together
with technology since the beginning of the 21st Century,
and now people use Automatic Teller Machines (ATM) to
perform tasks such as withdrawing cash, transferring
funds and paying utility bills, all of which can be done
with extreme ease and speed by inserting a personalized
piece of plastic, called a debit/credit card, and entering a
four-digit Personal Identication Number (PIN). Many
countries, China being a notable example, are also
adopting and offering speed internet coupled with the
card and mobile payment services through their national
banks; e.g., mobile nancial and banking services, greatly
increasing the reach and efciency of their banking
systems [3].

The most common manner in which fraud is committed
with regards to ATM banking is by stealing a person’s PIN
by using methods such as shoulder surng or skimming
devices. The security measures adopted by many banks
are obsolete and are severely lacking in up-to-date
guidelines and an adequate Standard Operating
Procedure (SOP) in case someone’s PIN is compromised
[2]. The PIN is not embossed on a credit or debit cards but
is physically entered by the cardholder during the
transaction and set by the user during the activation of the
card. The PIN is the only verication step which requires
user input in order to make a transaction, and in our
proposed model we allow users to input their PIN using a
Smartphone bypassing the ATM’s hardware entirely. In
effect, this means that after inserting the card into the
ATM a user will enter their 4-digit PIN using the keypad
of the Smartphone via a banking application that will then
send a request to the bank’s server using the code specic
to that particular device on which the user is performing
the transaction, allowing them to not use the embedded
keypad of the ATM, which is the most likely target of

While modern technology has undeniably transformed
ways of carrying cash, increasing the speed and efciency
with which we conduct our day-to-day monetary
transactions, it has simultaneously generated new modes
of vulnerability such as identity-fraud, loss of sensitive or
private information, and monetary theft. This
vulnerability is especially pronounced in Pakistan, whose
banking sector is not well-equipped to process such fraud
claims, leading to the citizens lagging behind in the use of
plastic money. ATMs are the most commonly used
channel of monetary transfer in Pakistan, even compared
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skimming devices used to extract personal information.
II. Background
In the existing system, every user has a 4-digit PIN for
each ATM card and in order to withdraw money the user
needs to verify their identity by entering a pin on the ATM
interface. The PIN verication process is completed by
inserting a card into the machine and entering your
personal code. This pin is known only to the user and the
bank. The latter uses it to get a matching code by the
controller of the issuing bank using ISO 8583 standard
message for transaction. After verication of the PIN, the
controller sends back an approved matched response to
the ATM which then allows the user to perform any
further steps related to their transaction.

Another proposed system to prevent skimming attacks
utilizes the technique of SMS verication. In this method,
the user receives a temporary PIN generated by the bank’s
controller before each transaction. However, this
approach involves complex interaction techniques and
bypass the user’s security as card holder requires to sends
clear card data information via SMS to the bank’s server
for verication and the limitation, thus becoming very
drawn out and repetitive and breaching a customer’s
privacy [12].

The debit or credit card, being a tangible entity can easily
be lost or stolen and if the thief who steals the card can
acquire the user’s ATM PIN, then the user’s bank account
is severely compromised.

The password/PIN-based authentication system that is
the already the norm here does not involve any complex
pattern recognition techniques, such as those involved in
biometric authentication, and its only requirement is that
the given password must match the one already saved on
the system. Thus, the PIN verication method is
extremely cost and time effective since it requires no
specialized hardware and only one input, and as such any
improvements that we might propose should ideally
capitalize on its strong-points without taking away any of
its functionality [13].

III. Literature Review
Advancements in payment technologies have lead to an
accelerated development of the ATM services in Pakistan,
making them the primary site for banking purposes. Thus,
nancial institutions in Pakistan should concentrate their
attention on ATM security to enhance consumer loyalty
[8]. The payment industry as a whole has progressed
towards becoming more customer-centric and
technology-driven, signicantly changing how the
banking activities are conducted all over the world [9]. At
the same time, there has been a rise in fraudulent activities
revolving around the credit or debit card, as they are often
stolen and the unauthorized owner of that card often tries
to use it on an ATM by randomly guessing the PIN. Many
skimmers can come up with correct credentials because
many people choose PIN ranging from birthdays to phone
codes [10].

Keeping all the aforementioned points in mind, this paper
proposes a system that relies only on a simple,
banksanctioned Smartphone application. This is an
extremely viable method as according to the pilot survey
conducted for this paper, 94% of people who own a debit
or credit card also own a Smartphone. As such the user
will only need an internet connection and a bank app
through which they can access the PIN verication
section. After the costumer has inserted a card into the
ATM and entered the PIN through their Smartphone, the
server will then send an authentication request to the ATM
on which the card was inserted. Thereafter the customer’s
Smartphone will display the same screen as the one on the
window where they will select the nature of their
transaction.

There are many different approaches to overcoming such
security challenges presented by an ATM’s PIN
verication process that are being adopting by numerous
banks. An example of this is biometric verication of a
user based on their nger prints, which studies have
shown to minimize the rate of fraudulent activities on
ATM machines [5]. Similarly, other modes of biometric
verication such as Iris, Face, Handprint and Retina
recognition are equally valid at curbing fraud, but their
drawbacks are also restricting; simple dirt and dry skin
easily hamper these techniques and they also require the
installation and maintenance of specialized equipment in
each and every ATM. For example, a camera for Face
Recognition and a ngerprint reader for print recognition,
which can be costly and time consuming [6]. Another
method that has been previously proposed consists of a
PIN verication technique relying on a numeric keypad
with two shades of the keys as painted either black or
white but the limitation of this system is it requires users
to go multiple steps of color identication and if a video
recording of the login is made the pattern can be found out
because the system still uses an embedded keypad [11].

This method can also be applied to make monetary
transactions on a single ATM using the credit or debit card
of various different banks as well. All ATM transactions
are based on response codes from 00 to 99, where the ‘00’
code refers to a withdrawal notice. In terms of the
controller, it means that approved transactions on an ATM
are always routed through a bank’s own secure server,
handling all the various status checks and securing
connectivity, while the point of sale (POS) only builds a
connection when a user initiates a transaction. As such
the entire communication between Bank-1 and Bank-2
can be done using a ISO 8583 in such a way that if a card
holder of Bank-1 inserts a card into the ATM of Bank-2
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the card can be used to initiate a request message using
ISO standard message format to the controller of Bank-2
ATM which will further route to the controller of Bank-1
for verication. After receiving an approval or successful
response from the controller of Bank-1 the user can
expect to receive the desired cash which they requested
from the ATM. Finally, Bank-2 will mark the transaction
as successful and send a successful response back to the
controller [7].
IV. Methodology
In order to calculate the impact of the proposed system a
survey was conducted with a sample size of 50
participants in order to analyze the result and responses
were conducted over the time period of one month. The
results of the survey are presented in tables 1-2. Table 1
shows the nature of participants who took part in this
survey and gure 1 shows their age range (from 19 to 41
years) and clearly demonstrates that most participants
owned either a credit or debit card. Table 2 shows their
comfort and condence in using an ATM in Pakistan.
According to question one, while 92 percent of the
respondents do own a credit or debit card, 30 percent of
them still fear for the security of their private information.
On the other hand, the other questions show that 54
percent of people have prior experience in internet
banking, just not in conjecture with ATMs and 52 percent
of people also have 4G internet continuously enabled on
their Smartphone. As such, the security method suggested
by this paper can be adopted quite easily. It has the
potential to replace the existing transaction method which
is quite risky and to overcome the security gap as
represented in gure 2 which also validates the
hypothesis of this study.
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ATM to connect to the application on your device. This
will nally allow you to use your device’s keypad to enter
your security PIN, which the app will send as a
verication request via mobile banking app to the bank’s
controller or modules which manage PIN verication and
if matched it will send an ‘approve’ response to the ATM
terminal. If you accidentally enter a wrong code or in case
of a timeout, the transaction window will appear on the
device's screen with a generated code explaining the
reason for the declined transaction, simultaneously
sending a signal to the ATM to eject your card and then
you can simply try again. The entire communication can
be done using the ISO 8583 message standards and thus
require no new hardware or software upgrades on the
ATM itself thus making this solution economical and easy
to implement.

A. Purposed System
This facilitates user to enter PIN using their Smartphone
without using the embedded keypad of ATM device in
order to minimize the risk of PIN getting skimmed by a
skimmer device and this will enable the user to withdraw
cash from the account after successful authentication of
the corresponding PIN number which enters via
Smartphone’s keypad.
B. Abbreviations and Acronyms
ATM, PIN, ISO, IBFT, CBS, EMV
C. Server
The server manages the user account details and include
details such as the user’s account balance, account
number and citizen ID and PIN code.
D. ISO 8583
The ISO 8583 is an industry standard protocol for
nancial communication between the user and the bank
which can be understood in terms of a sender and receiver.
Each nancial message then comprises of three parts; the
header, application information, and the trailer.
The header and trailer encompass the application
information and are utilized for directing and message
integrity.
The application information comprises of ISO message
including message type pointer.
Example: We have an ATM that can accept credit/debit
card to withdraw money. This can be done through ISO
8583 using following steps:
x100 message sent to bank's server to authorize the PIN.
After a successful match, it will initiate the transaction
and verify the availability of amount and this done by the
core banking system.
x200 The CBS will generate a response message to the
server to withdraw the amount after checking the balance.

Fig. 3. DataFlow Diagram.

x220 The server will forward the same to the bank to
complete the transaction, or x420 to the bank to cancel the
authorization if the x200 failed.

F. Algorithm
a) The user inserts a card into the ATM and PIN input
window will appear.

E. Transaction Routing
The controller, core-banking system, and switches make
cash withdrawal possible from any ATM. Apart from cash
withdrawal, people can perform multiple types of
transactions on ATMs for instance fund transfers, utility
bill payment, conduct account inquiries. The role of
switches in this is to enable customers of Bank-1 to
withdraw cash from an ATM of Bank-2 where they do not
have an account.

b) The user is then required to open the digital banking
app on their smartphone, the user will then enter the PIN
in the ATM transaction window on digital banking app
after verifying the location of the ATM in which the user
has inserted the card.
c) The application will send a request to the server using
ISO 8583 nancial request message format and the PIN
validation will be performed at server’s end.

All the user must do is insert their card in an ATM and
open up the banking application on a mobile device with
an enabled keypad. The user will then tap the ATM
transaction window on the app, which will prompt the

d) The successful match of PIN the server will send an
approved response to ATM response code “00” after a
successful approval/completion PIN verication is valid.
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Card-less ATM Transactions,” vol. 2, no. 2, pp. 81–
83, 2016.

e) Incase of an unsuccessful match, ATM will eject the
card and transaction will be marked as declined.
f) The ATM then send an acknowledgment message to the
host and marks the transaction as completed. A new
transaction window will appear on the ATM screen and in
case of timeout or incorrectly matched the server will
send a response to ATM to eject the card and generate a
reason code of declined transaction.

[5]

V. M. Kumbhar, “Customers ’ Satisfaction in Atm
Service: an Empirical Evidences from Public and
Private Sector Banks in India,” Manag. Res. Pract.,
vol. 3, no. 2, pp. 24–35, 2011.

[6]

N. Velankar Himani Saxena Devendra Sharma,
Financial Matters In Global Perspective Financial
Matters in Gloabal Perspective, Customers
Perception towards ATM Services: A Study of
Indian Banks Priyanka Sisodia, Roshni Gupta,
Richa Dube, p-234- 243, 2016.

[7]

M. Okechukwu and I. Majesty, “ATM Security
Using Fingerprint Biometric Identifer: An
Investigative Study,” Int. J. Adv. Comput. Sci.
Appl., vol. 3, no. 4, pp. 68–72, 2012.

[8]

V. Padmapriya and S. Prakasam, “Enhancing ATM
Security using Fingerprint and GSM Technology,”
Int. J. Comput. Appl., vol. 80, no. 16, pp. 43–46,
2013.

[9]

D. Mahansaria, “Secure Password Entry Scheme in
ATM Network which Is Resistant to Peeping
Attacks,” vol. 1, no. 2, pp. 142–145, 2009.

V. Advantages
a) Banks in Pakistan can introduce Smartphone
technology with digital banking, which people are
already familiar with thus no extensive training is
required.
b) Security of the PIN code can be ensured by
implementing algorithm based verication.
c) Data analytics techniques can be incorporated by using
the proposed system to analyze transaction trends and to
detect fraud and theft.
Conclusion
This paper identies security concerns regarding PIN
verication methods used at ATMs and suggests a method
to make transactions more safe and secure by bypassing
the Teller’s vulnerable hardware by entering the PIN from
the keypad of a user’s Smartphone or handheld device via
bank’s digital banking app.

[10] V. Roth, K. Richter, and R. Freidinger, “A PINentry method resilient against shoulder surng,”
Proc. 11th ACM Conf. Comput. Commun. Secur. CCS ’04, p.236, 2004.

The proposed system is designed to be more immune to
hardware-based attacks such as PIN decoding, which is
easily performed through illegally embedded keypads on
the ATM device. Additionally, the given model has the
capability to assemble user-generated data for further
trend analytics. As such, adopting this method will
undoubtedly enhance the security infrastructure of the
banking system in Pakistan.

[11] Anil K. Jain, Fellow, IEEE, Arun Ross, Member,
IEEE, and Sharath Pankanti, Senior Member,
IEEE, “Biometrics: a Tool for Information
Security,”IEEE transactions on information
forensics and security, Vol. 1, no. 2, June 2006.
[12] J. Zinman et al., “Auto Teller Machine (ATM)
Fraud – Case Study of a Commercial Bank in
Pakistan,” J. Bank. Financ., vol. 2, no. 2, pp. 43–45,
2014.

Future Work
This study enables future research opportunities by
integrating multiple bank cards on a single PIN and by
enabling biometric verication using a Smartphone
screen to avoid the installation of biometric devices on
every ATM.
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Wireless 'pacemaker for the brain'
· could oﬀer new treatment for
neurological disorders
· can listen to and s mulate electric
current in the brain at the same me
· poten ally delivering ﬁne-tuned
treatments to patients with diseases
epilepsy and Parkinson's.

New generation of high-efﬁciency solar
thermal absorbers developed
The trilayer gold-carbon-gold metasurface
strongly absorbs light across the solar spectrum
but minimises emission of thermal radiation from
the structure
Use of gold in the research is a ﬁrst step towards
a high temperature metasurface where gold
can be replaced by other refractory metals
such as tungsten or chrome.
The cell will be used for solar thermal energy
applications and has the potential to reach
much higher temperatures than simple
black surfaces because it can minimise
the emission of thermal radiation.

